How to Make Love to Your Type
The best answer is to “know” it. And the best way to know your type is to connect with those who are equally passionate about type: through The Type Directors Club. For over sixty years, the TDC has been the pre-eminent organization devoted to excellence in typography.

There has never been a more delicious time to be a member: competitions, exhibitions, type salons, unique resources, classes, networking, and rubbing elbows (or more!) with the greats and the soon-to-be-greats. We are fellow type-lovers, so we know your type.
Now that you have an intimate knowledge of type and have been seduced by its serifs, excited by its extenders, aroused by its ascenders, debauched by its descenders, bewitched by its bowls stirred by its stems in love with its legs, tempted by its tails entranced by its ears, charmed by its chin, enraptured by its eyes, stimulated by its spurs and captivated by its crossbars, and crosstrokes, please join us at the Type Directors Club!
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